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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Wholesale Decorative 3d Natural Stone Tiles Tumbled Marble Mosaic

Short Description: Polishing or glazing is a common

processing surface of marble mosaic tiles, this 3d natural

stone tile is processed into a tumbled surface and the

uneven square-chip combination gives us a unique

feeling to the decorative wall.

Model No.: WPM235

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: Beige

Finish: Tumbled

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

The natural stone mosaic tile is 100% from nature, we can make the marble mosaic chips with

different kinds of marble items and combine the chips into various patterns of stone mosaic

tiles. This decorative 3d natural stone tile is made of tumbled marble mosaic chips from a

beige marble called Royal Yellow marble which is quarried from Egypt. Certainly, there are

other marble items and colors that can be chosen in order to match your decorating style as

your demand. Our company is available in providing OEM service to natural stone mosaic tile
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products in different patterns and styles, meanwhile, the paper box can be changed to your

packaging designs.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Wholesale Decorative 3d Natural Stone Tiles Tumbled Marble Mosaic

Model No.: WPM235

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: Beige

Finish: Tumbled

Material name: Natural Marble

Tile size: 300x300x10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM235

Surface: Tumbled

Material: Royal Yellow Marble

Model No.: WPM093

Surface: Honed

Material: Sunny Golden Marble

Product Application

Beige color marble mosaic backsplash will offer a warm and peaceful feeling for your living

areas such as the kitchen, bathroom, and bedroom. This tumbled 3d marble mosaic stone tile

is a good decoration material for natural stone mosaic tile backsplash designs. It is a perfect

wall with a soft uneven effect as the mosaic bathroom wall tiles and mosaic kitchen wall tiles.



This 3d stone mosaic tile has an uneven visual look, and the surface is uneven on the wall. It is

better to clean the wall timely with some soft tools and keep the whole wall tidy.

FAQ

Q: How to seal the marble mosaic tiles?

A: 1. Test the marble sealer on a small area.

2. Apply the marble sealer on the mosaic tile.

3. Seal the grout joints as well.

4. Seal for the second time on the surface to enhance the work.

Q: Are you a factory or trading company?

A: Wanpo is a trading company, we organize and deal with a variety of stone mosaic tiles

from different mosaic factories.

Q: Where is your company? Can I visit there?

A: Our company is in Xianglu International Exhibition Hall, which is near Xianglu Grand Hotel.

You will find our office easily as you ask the taxi driver. We warmly welcome you to visit us,

and please call us in advance: +86-158 6073 6068, +86-0592-3564300

Q: Is marble mosaic good for shower floor

A: It is a good and attractive option. Marble mosaic has many styles to choose from 3D,

hexagon, herringbone, picket, etc. It makes your floor elegant, class, and timeless.


